
Better Engineered thread sealants, lubricants and rust prohibitors 

Lox 8 Paste  

Lox 8 Paste 
 

LOX-8 Thread Sealant Paste is a superior thread sealant for use in applications 

requiring oxygen-safe, waterproof (or dry) conditions. LOX 8 Paste is perfect for 

lubricating o-rings, gaskets and seals while performing in both extreme high 

temperatures and pressure.  

Lox 8 Grease  

Lox 8 Grease 

 
LOX 8 Grease, being thinner, is perfect to be used to lubricate bearings and other 
surfaces where severe oxidizers are present.  

Chem 8  

Chem 8 

 
CHEM-8 is a great lubricant where sophisticated chemicals are packaged, or where 

corrosion or rusting is a problem. It is especially suitable for mechanical instruments 

such as hinges, where repeated autoclaving is required. Use as a pipe joint sealer for 

aqueous systems like water systems, and steam lines. It is waterproof, effective to 

300°F, and chemically inert. CHEM-8 stays put and lasts indefinitely.  

Formula 8  

Formula 8 
 

FORMULA-8 is specifically made for use as a thread sealant in non-aqueous 

conditions. It uses PTFE in a white thixotropic paste to seal threaded joints. The seals 

are formed over the entire thread length. 

HinderRust R2.0  

HinderRust R2.0 

 
HinderRust R2.0 is a temporary Surface Protection for metal parts that need 

protection after fabrication, while sitting in inventory, or during transportation to the 

end user. Removable by washing to allow for final finishing. HinderRUST is a long 

lasting, VOC-free, non-solvent rust inhibitor and lubricant. 
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HinderRust S4.0  

HinderRust S4.0 
 

HinderRust S4.0 provides surface protection for metal parts that need protection 

before and after exposure to the elements. Engineered to stop rust before it starts, and 

to stop rust that has started. Strong surface adhesion, very hard to remove by exposure 

to normal weather elements.  

Industrial Tufoil  

Industrial Tufoil 
 

Industrial Tufoil is a precisely formulated blend of synthetic and mineral oils with 

electrostatically charged submicron particles of PTFE and soluble molybdenum 

compound suspended in and dispersed throughout the carrier. Used in machinery, it 

reduces wear, noise, vibration and friction while improving production and cutting 

downtime. It reduces heat and operating oil temperatures, lowers starting torque, 

extends oil-drain intervals, eliminates sheet metal cracking, cuts waste, and speeds 

production. 

Tufoil for Engines  

Tufoil for Engines 
 

When Tufoil engine or diesel lubricant mixes with your engine oil, two things happen. 

1. Your oil is changed into a highly efficient engine treatment with an extremely low 

surface friction. 

2. As your engine runs, this Tufoil-enhanced oil coats your engine, filling in the “nooks 

and crannies”. 
 

Guinness of World Record since 1996 - "Worlds Most Effective Lubricant.  

Lightning Grease  

Lightning Grease 
 

Lightning Grease (a jelled version of Tufoil) works where all others fail. Field tests show 

that Lightning Grease extends the life of crucial machine parts. Lightning Grease 

significantly lowers operating temperatures, thereby extending machinery and bearing 

life. This easily-sheared grease is great for applications where low break-out torque, low 

temperature, stick slip and wear are required. 

Lubit-8  

Lubit - 8 
 

Lubit-8 is a versatile, general-purpose lubricant that prevents rust and acts as a cleaning 

agent leaving no oily residue. It can stop locks from freezing, penetrate deeply to free 

“frozen” nuts and bolts, stop squeaks, and free up sticky door locks. Every home, office, 

and tool box should have one. 

Contact Information  

 

sales@ChemFlowProducts.com 

www.ChemFlowProducts.com 

Louisiana Sales/Warehouse 

PH: (225) 330-6592 
 

 

E-mail: 

Web: 

Texas Sales/Warehouse 

13623 Poplar Circle, Suite 101 
Conroe, TX 77304 
PH: (281) 354-9594 

FX: (832) 201-7550 
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